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Last Minute Changes

agency is premised. Rather, in Christ, God reveals himself as
‘powerless’ in a world of violence, in order to show that our
habitual deployment of power always ends up complicit in sinful
patterns of oppression, whether large or small. Yet, as Pontius
Pilate rather unwittingly admits, Christ is the true human being
(Jn 19.5), he is the image of the invisible God (Col. 1.15), and –
as Christians read the Genesis account – we are made in that
image (Gen. 1.26). And so we can say that creation and
salvation are knitted together in Christ, for Christ reveals to us,
amidst all the messiness we call sin, how we are made in love,
for love, to love.

The contents of the April edition of Seek have been changing by
the hour as new directives on controlling the spread of Covid 19
have been issued. As we prepare to go to press we have received
the news that Rachel Rosborough has postponed her sabbatical
and has returned home and we are relieved and pleased that she
has done so.
We are publishing on page 4 a message which she has written to
all parishioners. However, our introductory letter has been written
by Taylor Wilton-Morgan who had already submitted it, at Rachel’s
request, as the first of a series of letters to be written by our
ordinands. He explains all this in his letter and it seems right that
he should still have the first word in Seek this month.

Holy Week will reveal that Christ holds open this loving invitation
to us in every imaginable depth of darkness, anguish, and
despair. Easter brings the amazing news that even death itself
cannot have the last word in the story of God’s love. It is to
attune ourselves to this astonishing loving invitation that we have
spent these past Lenten weeks trying to carve out time for
stillness, focus, and reflection. However you’ve found them,
know that God’s invitation remains what is always is: simply
there.

A Letter from Taylor Wilton-Morgan
In this year’s Lent Book, Saying Yes to
Life, Ruth Valerio argues that we should
hold together our thinking about creation
and our thinking about salvation.
Approaching Holy Week, we can sense
one way in which this might be done.
For just as, in the creation account of
Genesis 1, God effortlessly speaks the
world into existence without struggle, so
in the passion narratives we will hear in the days following Palm
Sunday, Jesus is largely silent as he suffers.

As of this month, alas, ‘simply there’ cannot be said for the
ordinands who have had the privilege of being on attachment at
St Mark’s this year, for Easter brings our time alongside you to a
close. Will and Leila will be penning the introductions to the May
and June issues of Seek respectively, so I shall leave them to
make valedictory remarks of their own.

But, with all that I’ve said above, allow me to round off my own
final words with my heartfelt thanks for the ways in which you
have allowed me to sense more clearly the loving invitation of
God, and the contours of the Christlike pattern, in the realities of
Church life. From Bible study to Messy Church, and from
preaching to Godly Play (and much else besides), I’ve had the
most wonderful insight into the plethora of ways in which God’s
loving, creative Spirit is at work. Do be assured of my prayers for
the parish – and do please pray for Edwin and me ahead of my
ordination in Norwich Cathedral on the 27th June. The move

This is not to say that voiceless suffering is in any way good (the
news reminds us almost daily of the dreadful scandal of so much of
it); rather, it is a reminder that God’s power is of a different order, for
it is founded in ‘the love that moves the sun and the other stars’, not
on the assertion of one person’s capability over and against
another’s. God does not compete for space with human power and
agency, since God’s is the power on which all human power and
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COUSINS BUTCHERS & DELI

involves two humans, two dogs, a cat, two fish, three aquatic snails, and
forty-four pot plants…so at least I can preach from experience when it
comes to the readings about Noah’s ark!

36 Grantchester Street; Tel (01223) 35 28 56
www.CambridgeButchers.com
Locally-sourced top quality meats.
Fresh seasonal fruits and vegetables.
Award-winning pies and sausages.
Everything you need for your Sunday roast...
a quick lunch 'out'... or a nice dinner 'in'...

Every blessing!

Taylor Wilton-Morgan

C & C BLINDS

Ordinand, Westcott House

SPECIALISTS IN BLINDS
ANY SIZE ANY COLOUR

FREE ESTIMATES

St Mark’s and the Environment

01223 211171 07761 262070
Vertical Blinds, Roller Blinds,
Venetian Blinds, Wooden Blinds,
Roman Blinds, Pleated Blinds, Repairs

In Autumn 2019, St Mark’s celebrated its first
Creation Season, with services, an arts event and
a talk from Dave Bookless of A Rocha, the
Christian environmental charity. The week left
many of us both challenged and inspired – and a
small working group was set up to think about
how we can respond to the challenges of climate
change, both as individuals and as a church.
Already we have begun to work with A Rocha’s
Eco-church initiative, and are on our way to becoming a bronze-level Eco
-church. Whilst we would be proud to get the award, it provides, more
importantly, a detailed framework for making a planned response and a
tool for getting us engaged.

40 Grantchester Road, Newnham, Cambridge
01223 503634 lathambuilders.com 07528 772899

If you would like to join our group, or would just like to know more, we
would love to hear from you. Just get in touch with Gill
Kelly: gill@gpkconsulting.co.uk.

Carpet Cleaning &
Stone Floor, Upholstery, Rugs

One of the actions we have decided to take is to share news and ideas
amongst our Newnham community through a regular feature in Seek. So
we begin this month with a contribution from Rosemary Ley, one of the
group members, on page 7.

In business since 1993

01223 832 928
www.Rothwells.biz

We’re an honest local family firm.
Our large truck mounted machines mean more cleaning & drying power for the
best results possible. 100% satisfaction or it’s FREE.
Call Oliver and Max Campbell for expert help today.

The St Mark’s Eco-Church Working Group
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A Message from Rachel

those who are not online, get back to me with ideas of ways that we
can stay connected and stay safe and exercise caution.

It seems there is only one topic of conversation at the moment –
Covid 19, or coronavirus. The news cycle and social media talk of
little else and when I popped in to town for half an hour last week,
every single conversation I heard, whether between people as they
shopped, or people on the phone, or with shop keepers, was about
the virus. I am wary of adding anything in the way of more words,
not least because the situation changes on a daily, or even hourly,
basis.

I do want to thank you all for your support for my sabbatical. I had a
lovely restful 10 days and already feel refreshed, although obviously
disappointed that it was not what I had planned. I have missed
everyone and particularly found it hard not being around as the news
around Covid 19 has unfolded. I am sure many of you have shared
what I have experienced, on the one hand not wanting to overreact or
become paranoid, but at the same time desperately wanting to protect
those who are vulnerable and limit the effects of this disease. It is
almost impossible to know whether we are getting it right but we need
to follow the advice handed to us

However, I do briefly want to update folk as to where we are at the
time of writing (18th March).
Yesterday morning I agreed with Bishop Dagmar that my
sabbatical be postponed for a couple of reasons. Firstly, I am now
unable to do many of the things that felt important to do in this
period of extended leave - travel, visiting a large variety of
churches across the UK and beyond, have time with family and
friends. Secondly, and actually more importantly, I feel I need (and
want) to be around in the churches and parishes as we, together,
work our way through this time of uncertainty and confusion and
work out how to best care for each other and enable continued
worship and prayer.

The Revd Rachel Rosborough
rachelrosborough@hotmail.com.

Easter Morning

Within a few hours of agreeing this with the Bishop, our
Archbishops issued a letter calling for the suspension of all public
worship services in our parish churches. There may be lots of
opinions about the need for this, but the wardens and I agree that
we must implement the advice given to us. And so, Sunday
services are, for the time being, cancelled. We don’t know how
long this will be for, and there are many questions but we will
continue to seek advice and try our best to communicate decisions.

In addition to the prayers on page 8 Nigel Porter contributed this poem
from an unknown source.
E is for Easter, coming again soon.
A is for Angels near the tomb.

In order to aid this communication, our administrator Nicola and I,
along with others, are going to be working on various things such
as the use of our website, social media and other means of
communication to ensure that we can care for one another, protect
each other and continue to be a worshipping community. Please
keep
an
eye
on
our
noticeboards
and
website
(stmarksnewnham.org), share information (by telephone) with

S is for the Stone which was rolled away.
T is for the Tomb found empty that day.
E is for Early morning when the women were glad.
R is for the Risen Lord; no need to be sad.
Unknown
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CBM : the April Charity of the Month

Something as straightforward as cataract surgery made the world of
difference for 65-year-old Telesphore from Rwanda. Telesphore started
noticing problems with his sight in 2016. Within three years, he had
become completely blind from cataracts in both eyes. Once so strong and
able, the cataracts robbed him of his independence and he became quite
defeated.

Join with us to help people See the Way to a
brighter future
Christian Blind Mission (CBM) is the world’s biggest
overseas disability organisation, working in over 50
countries and helping over 30 million people a year.

Telesphore’s hope was restored when health workers from a CBMsupported eye hospital in Rwanda visited his home and told him he was
eligible for free sight-restoring surgery funded by supporters in the UK.

Our aim at CBM is to transform the lives of disabled people in the world’s
poorest communities. Driven by Christian values, we work with disabled
people to break down barriers by delivering practical support, improving
policy and practice and inspiring the people of the UK to act.

After a long journey, Telesphore received successful cataract and as the
bandages were removed from his eyes it was clear his vision had vastly
improved as he pointed through the window and said with amazement, “I
can see those builders on the roof!”

In developing countries, we work in partnership with local governments,
ministries, partners and Disabled People’s Organisations to provide
sustainable change at a local level. By working together with partners,
funders and our amazing supporters, we can build a world in which all
people with disabilities enjoy their human rights and achieve their full
potential.

We are delighted that St Mark’s have chosen CBM as their Charity of the
Month and want to extend our heartfelt thanks to you all for your support
and to Gill Kelly for suggesting us. Together, we can build a world where
everyone is loved, valued and accepted – as God intended.

As an overseas disability charity, a large part of our work is to give, restore
and save sight for people who would otherwise be blind. Every day,
people in the world’s poorest places become needlessly blind because of
conditions that can be easily treated, like cataracts. Worldwide, an
incredible 3 out of 4 people who are blind don’t need to be.

Please look in the box below to find details of how you can make your
contribution.
Mark Housden, Head of Marketing

Contributions to CBM

Many women, men and children in poverty have no access to the most
basic of eye health services. And too often, if you live in a poor
community, losing your sight also means losing the chance to go to
school, live independently or earn a living. For those living on the edge,
the impact is devastating - whole families pushed deeper into desperate
poverty and hunger.

It will, of course, not be possible to make contributions to the Charity of
the Month via the Sunday collections in the usual way. Instead, if
possible, please make your payment directly into the church account
giving as reference the name of the charity. The details are given below.
St Mark’s Church, Newnham, sort code 40-52-40, account number
00019664.

CBM currently have an amazing opportunity to transform the lives of even
more people living in the world’s poorest places. Until 12th May 2020, all
public donations to our See the Way appeal will be doubled by the UK
government. So, every pound you and your community are able to give
will have double the impact – it could fund twice as many sight-saving
surgeries, pairs of glasses or eye-health outreach activities in the world’s
poorest places. Your donation will help prevent blindness and transform
lives wherever the need is greatest. Match funding from the UK
government will improve access to sight-saving eye-health services in
Malawi helping more people See the Way to a brighter future.

Stuart Warren
News of Stuart’s death on the 22nd March has just reached us and we
extend our heartfelt sympathy to Nigel and to all Stuart’s family. Stuart
was a greatly valued part of our St Mark’s community and will be sorely
missed. We look forward to writing more about him in our next issue.
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C.S. MARTIN
PAINTING & DECORATING
For a complete and reliable interior
and exterior decorating service
Free estimates and advice
Over 25 years experience
Please contact Chris on 01223
233613 or 07778338437
cs.martin@ntlworld.com

Who Are We Now?

PAUL WALDMANN
Designs in Wood
41 Norfolk Street

This is preliminary notice of Who Are We Now?
– an exciting festival of drama to be held at St
Mark’s at the end of October this year. The
festival is being organised by Radius (the
Religious Drama Society of Great Britain). I wrote an introduction to
Radius for Seek last year but if you want to read more about us, you can
look at our website – radiusdrama.org.uk.

pm.waldmann@ntlworld.com
01223 314001 07740 167055
Cabinet making
Furniture restoration
Interior woodwork
(fitted cupboards, bookcases, etc.)

The theme of Who Are We Now? is identity and the festival’s
performances and talks will offer ‘an exploration through theatre of what
it means to be human in times of change’. At the time of writing, the
festival programme is as follows:
On Friday 30th October there’ll be a welcome reception in the large
hall and a chance to find out a little more about the work of Radius. This
will be followed by a performance of two short plays from Alan Bennet’s
Talking Heads (directed by Tricia Peroni) in the church.

Saturday 31st October will begin with a promenade performance of
four 15-minute plays under the umbrella title We Live With Bread Like
You. These will take place in various parts of the church and, we hope,
the upper room of the Red Bull. Audiences will be guided from group to
group by stewards. The four performing groups will include one from St
Mark’s (featuring Jeremy Whitton-Spriggs and Tricia Peroni) and
another from Sean Lang (well-known to us at St Mark’s). There will then
be lunch (catering by Sue Wagner’s splendid St Mark’s team) before we
return to the church in the afternoon for the inaugural Kathleen Hall
Lecture which will be given by Mark Oakley (Dean of St John’s College).
Saturday will conclude with a professional touring production, details of
which are still to be confirmed.

Beginners

PIANO TUITION
Seeking Experienced Tutors to join
our growing team
Visit our website to apply
www.tutordoctor.co.uk/cambridge
01223 430432

in your own home
Tel: 07834 420739
maureen.pritchett@gmail.com
Registered with Ofsted

On the morning of Sunday 1st November Radius President Bishop
Stephen Platten will preach at a Festival Act of Worship. After the
service, Bishop Stephen will chair a question and answer session with a
panel of experts. The festival will end with a farewell lunch.
It will be possible to book for all or some of these events. Full details of
how to do that will be published later. It would be wonderful to see you
during that weekend and to consider together Who Are We Now?
Nick Warburton
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The betrayal is not an event in Holy Week that is particularly popular
with artists. The Fitzwilliam painting is well worth reflecting on. And as
it is in the permanent collection there is no rush to go and see it.

The Betrayal of Christ
This is a superb painting of an
awful event. The Betrayal of
Christ depicts the arrest of Jesus
in the Garden of Gethsemane in
the early hours of the first Good
Friday. This is recorded, in
varying amounts of detail, in all
four Gospels. If you are going to
see the picture I recommend
reading one or more of these
first. The artist is the Italian
Guercino (1591 - 1666). The
painting, very much in the Baroque style, dates from about 1621 and is
in the Fitzwilliam Museum.

Chris Hammond

Waxing Lyrical
A good friend of mine gave me a kit for making bees-wax cloths for
Christmas (probably because I am always on about not using cling film
and other single use plastics).
Anyway, I decided this would be a great project for me and my
granddaughter in the holidays. We duly tried to follow the instructions
‘Put the wax in a container and melt it over hot water. Then get a
pastry brush and brush the molten wax onto the piece of cloth
supplied’. Well as you can imagine, it got everywhere and you didn’t
need a science degree to tell you that wax solidifies very quickly,
especially on your best pastry brush! The next stage was to put the
waxed material on a baking tray (another casualty) in the oven at 100
degrees C so that the wax spread evenly. By this time of course my
granddaughter had lost interest and had disappeared to read a book while I tried to clean my oven….

Guercino records the exact moment of Christ’s arrest frozen in time as
the soldier in the upper left is about to place a rope around him. Four
more soldiers, of differing ages and identified by their armour, occupy
the right side. The faces of two are visible, vicious hard faces. One holds
a lantern with the side open to allow light to fall on Jesus emphasising
him as the centre of the composition. The soldier at the lower right grabs
at his robe to secure him. They provide a vivid feeling of movement.

The friend who gave me this ‘present’ has since suggested grating the
wax onto the cloth then putting into the oven. If any readers have tried
this and would like to comment, please let us know. Well I am glad to
say that Lakeland do some very nice ready-made bees-wax cloths!

The rest of the scene is quieter. Judas is on the left, his eyes looking up
towards Jesus but not daring to look at him straight in the face. The
enormity of what he has done is just beginning to sink in. His left hand
clasps a piece of material; is this the purse containing the thirty pieces of
silver, his payment for betrayal?

However, the story does not end there. Another friend was telephoned
by someone from Sainsburys to congratulate her on being the
customer to buy the most cling film from their store. When she told her
granddaughter, the girl was horrified and said, “Granny, how could
you? It’s a single use plastic!” Granny was a bit upset - but never
mind. She has a birthday coming up soon and always says she likes
having a project to do with her granddaughter. Have I got the present
for her!

In contrast, Jesus, dominating the centre of the composition, is turning to
look directly at Judas emphasising stillness. His face has an expression
more of sorrow and weariness than fear or anger. His hands are held
together as in prayer. The colours in the painting are subdued and,
despite the light from the lantern, the sense of darkness is almost
overpowering. There are no background details such as landscape or
vegetation visible, nor are any disciples, apart from Judas, included.

Happy Eco Easter.
Rosemary Ley
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Lichens and Smoke

Lent Charity Lunches for Caring Together

Recent gales have left their mark on Newnham with a number of
trees down. An old Leyland cypress’s trunk was snapped by a great
gust of wind. It fell across the Bin Brook and into our garden, bringing
with it a large bough from the neighbouring ash. The smaller
branches of the ash were encrusted with lichens providing a good
opportunity for close examination of these rather eccentric members
of our flora: eccentric because lichens are made up of two organisms,
which depend on each other, a fungus and algae or cyanobacteria.

A huge "thank you" to those who have both hosted and supported the
Lent Lunches to date. They have been enjoyable and convivial
occasions, and you have been extremely generous in your giving. To
date the amount raised is a wonderful [£1,028.00]!!! and the charity is
most grateful.
We live in fast-moving times, and at the time of going to press it has
been decided that the last lunch, scheduled for 1st April at 69 Gough
Way, will have to be cancelled. If you were planning to attend, we would
ask you if you would please consider donating towards a "virtual lunch",
under Gift Aid if possible, so that the charity does not miss out. Please
use a St Mark's Gift Aid envelope marked, "Lent Lunch" or "Caring
Together" for your donation. These are available from the church pews,
and Monica Crammond (359849), Susan Chester (324281) and Tina
Wilson (366988) have a supply of these. Thank you for your
understanding and support.

Lichens have long been used as indicators of air quality. In the
1880s, a certain Reverend W. Johnson told of a visit to some
woodland nine miles from Newcastle upon Tyne where fifty years
earlier a rich flora of lichens had been recorded on the trees. He
found very few. Almost all had perished and he attributed this to the
pollution of the atmosphere by the smoke and fumes of Tyneside and
the nearby collieries. A century later 15,000 school children mapped
lichens around their homes and produced a “mucky air” map of
England indicating air quality and pollution. The main pollutants
affecting lichens were then smoke and sulphur dioxide. Since the
1960s with the Clean Air Acts, the coming of sulphur free natural gas,
an end to domestic coal fires and lower industrial energy demands
there have been big improvements in air quality in this respect.
However, the main threat to sensitive vegetation now comes from
reactive nitrogen compounds. Nevertheless, lichen species are now
seen very widely on city trees. They have recolonised many areas
from which they were once lost and have spread. In addition, of
course, there are other species of lichens that can be seen on the
hard surfaces of our cities; the roofs, walls, gravestones and
monuments.

Tina Wilson

CCHP : the March Charity
On behalf of the Cambridge Churches Homelessness Project I wish to
thank you all for your generous gift of £1200.
CCHP is totally dependent upon the various Christian communities for our
funding and each year as Treasurer I pray that our supporters will rally to
our aid, as they have done for the last seven years. We will not cure
homelessness but we can make a difference to the 17 guests who join us
each night. Last year 38 different guests joined us through the course of
the winter of whom a third were offered accommodation .
All Blessings

As I look up from the desk where I write, I can see our venerable old
Viburnum Bodnantense still with its pink flowers. These are set off by
grey green and golden yellow lichens that cover the branches and
are lit up by the late afternoon sun. So locally, air quality must be
reasonable from these lichens’ point of view. However, today our
major city pollutants come not from our smoky coal fires but out of the
back of our cars, vans and lorries.

Stephen Barwise, Trustee & Treasurer for CCHP

Monica Shutter
News of Monica Shutter’s death in February reached us too late for us to
extend our sympathy to her family in our March issue. We do so now. It
was a privilege for us that she worshipped with us at St Mark’s in her last
few months.

Martin Richards
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Prayers for April

CHIROPODIST & PODIATRIST
BEECHWOOD PRACTICE
41 HILLS ROAD

God who knowest us to be set in the midst of so many and great
dangers,
that for man's frailness we cannot always stand uprightly, grant to us
the health of body and soul that all those things which we suffer for sin,
by thy help we may well pass and overcome; through Christ our Lord.

Celia Kenney, B.Sc. (Hons) Podiatry,
M.Ch.S, S.R.Ch.
Available for home appointments
01223 315541 07939 227195

Book of Common Prayer

Father we praise you
for your miracle of love
by which you used the death of Jesus on the cross
to set us free.
The place of defeat
has become the place of victory:
in the humiliation of one man
we are confronted by your glory:
where life was lost
we find eternal life.

Dispensing Chemist

JM CARPENTRY

N.K. Jank

Carpentry · Building · Property Maintenance

32a Eltisley Ave, Tel. 322473
8.30 - 18.00 Monday to Friday

Alan Gaunt

8.30 - 13.00 Saturday

10 Selwyn Road, CB3 9EB

Closed 13.00 - 14.00 Mon & Thurs

Domestic & Commercial Carpentry Services

Aromatherapy oils, health and skin care,
healthfood, gifts wrapped with style

Kitchens, Roofing, New Builds, Joinery
Works, Windows, Doors

LOCAL HANDYMAN

Comfort, we beseech you, most gracious God, all who are cast down
and faint of heart amidst the sorrows and difficulties of the world and
grant that, by the energy of your Holy Spirit, they may be able to go
upon their way rejoicing and give you continual thanks for your
sustaining providence, through Jesus Christ our Saviour.

Andy Beeton
• General gardening and house maintenance
• Small painting jobs or repairs
• Also professional plasterer
Free Estimates
07800 871738
andrew.beeton48@gmail.com

R.M Benson 1824-1915
Fill us, we pray, with your light and life that we may show forth your
wondrous glory. Grant that your love may so fill our lives that we may
count
nothing too small to do for you, nothing too much to give
and nothing too hard to bear.
St Ignatius Loyola 1491-1556

01223 515880 / 07932 788801

THE DERBY STORES
Newnham Post Office
Delicatessen/Newsagent
Jean and Neera
01223 354391
Off licence, Provisions, Cakes/Biscuits,
Cheese Counter, Luxury Ice Cream

8.00am - 8.00pm daily

Garage Services : GP Motors
Newnham Service Centre
Eltisley Avenue
Cambridge CB3 9JQ
Tel: 01223 355574

May the dying Saviour's love, the risen Saviour's power, the ascended
Saviour's blessing and the returning Saviour's glory be the joy and
comfort of your hearts now and for ever. Amen.

www.gp-cars.com
e-mail: enquiries@gp-cars.com

Chosen by Nigel Porter
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La Maison du Steak

Services and Events
At the time of going to press all services and events have been
suspended. Please consult our noticeboards and website
(stmarksnewnham.org) to follow any developments.

125 Hills Road
Cambridge, CB2 1PG
01223 324258
info@lamaisondusteak.co.uk
We are more than just a Steak House. Come and discover us!

Concert on the 4th April cancelled
The Cantus Singers of Cambridge very much
regret that the concert at St Mark’s planned for Saturday 4th
April (as advertised in the March edition of SEEK) has been
cancelled owing to the current situation.

The May Issue of SEEK
All contributions will be gratefully received. Please send them by
Wednesday 15th April to Jane Plows at janemp@virginmedia.com
(350120) or to any member of the committee.

St Mark's Church Mission Statement
To be the people of God in this place and to work to make God more
real for our community.

Domenic
Extra sockets to full re-wires
Inspections & Testing
Part P registered
Call for free friendly advice

A caring and professional service at all times
Richard Stebbings Ltd
Funeral Service

The Gentlemen’s Hairdresser

01223 521882 07830 349199

45 Newnham Road
9.00 - 5.30 Tuesday - Friday
8.30 - 4.30 Saturday
Appointments or ‘drop in’

info@electricalcontractorcambridge.com

Cambridge 309750

Kendal House, Cambridge Road,
Impington, Cambridge CB24 9YS
Tel: 01223 232309
Fax: 01223 232319
Member of the British Institute of Funeral
Directors
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• Independent family business
• Personal 24 hour service
• Private Chapel of Rest
• Pre-payment funeral plans
• Monumental masonry
• Floral Tributes

